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Broom casting. Hmmmm. I
pored through every new and
vintage metals technique book

on my shelf and I couldn’t find a men-
tion of the process anywhere. This
transformed my curiosity into an
urgent and obsessive quest. I am an
information junkie — especially
when it comes to studio jewelry —
and I love finding out new, old fash-
ioned ways of doing things. But, I am also efficient. So I
knew the best way to proceed was to seek out Beth
Rosengard, who has transformed this delightfully low-tech
approach to molten metal into a sophisticated level of artis-
tic expression. I had made a mental note to investigate
broom casting when I saw her winning earrings in the 2006
Jewelry Arts Awards.

Beth’s primary inspirations are “the colors, shapes and
textures of the fantastic stones” she uses. “My designs often
refer to natural and/or figurative entities. I guess I would
describe my pieces as ‘familiar abstractions.’” Resembling
stalactitic formations, the raw castings have a linear, organ-
ic quality. “It’s not hard to imagine them hanging from the
roof of a cave!” she added.

I asked Beth where in the world she
learned how to cast metal using the
business end of a broom. “It’s an old
hobbyist trick. I learned about it from a
very talented guy named Stu Chalfant
who gave a demo for my rock group
— the Culver City [California] Rock &
Mineral Club. This was six or seven
years ago, and I instantly fell in love
with the organic, yet orderly shapes.” 

A few years passed before Beth tried the technique her-
self. “The first of our club members to experiment with it
was Brad Smith, who now includes the technique in the
classes he teaches at the Venice Adult School.” After admir-
ing some early silver castings Brad had made, she begged
him for a sample and later incorporated his work into her
own. Before long, she knew she had to try broom casting
herself — with his guidance and assistance. “Brad had all
the equipment and a great outdoor location for it as well.
There are several reasons for doing broom casting out-
doors: safety is number one, but the smell of burning straw
is not far behind!”

Since I myself am a recent convert to lost wax casting, I
was full of process-oriented questions for
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CASTING METAL 
with a BROOM

Sophistication from the surprisingly simple

T R Y  I T Y O U R S E L F
Brad Smith offers a Broom
Casting Primer, page 32, 
and a project for using 
the elements you cast.
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AUTUMN BROOCH  
Koroit opals, and citrine.

AUTUMN
BROOCH
Koroit opals 
and citrine.

FLEUR-DE-LIS
PENDANT 
Rainbow pyrite,
tourmalines.

All jewelry photos:
Beth Rosengard
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Beth. She usually works in gold, but I had to know about
other metals. She said, “As far as I know, you can broom-
cast in any metal that you’re able to melt to a liquid state: in
other words, any metal that you might use in lost wax cast-
ing.” Broom casting is easy to do and doesn’t require much
in the way of tools, and she focused on gold for a couple of
reasons. “I had been using primarily gold in my designs for
several years and I had accumulated several ounces of
scrap.” She had been planning to have the scrap refined,
but became hooked on broom casting. “Little did I know at
the time how high the price of gold would soar! Broom cast-
ing is very wasteful of metal, and gold at today’s prices is
not the optimum choice!”

Her works rely on the original, out-of-the bristle castings,
but they are modified considerably. With efficient studio
management in mind, she recycles all the scrap produced
during casting. “Since I use just about everything I produce,
focus on one-of-a-kind pieces, and work pretty slowly, I
don’t need to cast very often. It’s a good thing because it
takes a while to accumulate a significant amount of scrap!”

After learning so much about the technique, my brain
began to extrapolate the possibilities of using other organic
materials: twigs, flowers and seedpods or willow wands,
tree bark, scotch broom, and ferns. I knew I had found a
kindred spirit when she told me, “You can use anything
that will burn. And the material doesn’t necessarily have to
be bundled. For instance, you could pour molten metal
over rice! Some materials might burn too fast, though, even
when wet — like ferns.”

As for other “uncommon” casting methods, Beth said,
“Quite a while ago, I tried pouring molten wax over crum-
pled aluminum foil and then used lost wax casting to con-
vert the pieces I liked into sterling. I also once or twice
poured molten metal into a bucket of ice and ice water. Got
some very cool, organic splat shapes.”

Beth’s work has a beautiful balance of metal to stone, and
she starts with the stones. “Sometimes a concept or a
serendipitous conjunction of lines or shapes (such as stalac-
tites) triggers the design. But usually I get out my color-sorted
boxes of stones and start playing. On a good day, designs
seem to create themselves; on a not-so-good day, an hour of
playing will turn up nothing exciting at all. When that hap-
pens, I usually back off and turn to finishing the half-done
pieces on my bench until another day. I’d rather spend eight
hours creating designs than two hours fabricating jewelry.

“When I cast, I keep every little piece I think I can use.
Some bits are as small as casting grain and I combine many
of them to create a pebbled effect. Other pieces are large and
complex; I can use some of these pretty much ‘raw.’ The left
side of the centerpiece of my necklace The Swan is com-
posed of a single piece of broom casting (not counting the
element that the pearls attach to). The right side combines
three pieces.” 

Beth sometimes does her pours with a partner, explain-
ing that “it’s great to have a second person there for other
steps such as sprinkling borax on the melt or pouring water
over the broom after the pour. Even so, a second person
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WEEPING WOMAN 
A pin/pendant of boulder
opal, tanzanite, diamonds,
and chrysocolla-in-quartz.

THE SWAN
Necklace of baroque 
freshwater pearls and 
diamonds. t

PRIMAVERA
A pin/pendant of
smithsonite, jasper,
“primavera” agate.

My brain began to extrapolate the possi-

bilities of using other organic materials:

twigs, flowers and seedpods, 

willow wands, tree bark . . .

t

ORANGE CRUSH 
A pin/pendant of
hessonite and 
mandarin garnets,
iron-included
quartz, and 
sunstone.
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isn’t necessary; but it’s easier with two
(and more fun!).”

So, what’s a beginner to do? “I would
advise starting with silver,” Beth said. “If
you come up with shapes that you really
like, you can always thin the metal and then
use lost wax casting to reproduce them
more efficiently in gold.” She uses this tech-
nique herself — modifying and recasting
originals for dangling elements in pendants
or earrings. 

“Just go for it!” Beth said when I asked
for words to embolden the faint of heart.
“This is a low-tech procedure requiring a
minimum of equipment. Virtually anyone
can do it. And you can produce a pendant simply by taking
an interesting casting and drilling a hole in it for a cord, or
by soldering a bail on it. On the other hand, you can use
multiple pieces in complex designs as I do. This is a tech-
nique for just about any skill level.” 

As far as safety concerns, Beth suggested
the following:

“First and foremost: pay attention to what
you’re doing and where you’re pointing the
torch. It’s all too easy to lose concentration and
burn yourself or someone else. Work outside,
preferably on concrete. It’s possible to miss the
broom or bucket occasionally, so stand back
and watch out for spraying bits of hot metal.
(You can get some interesting splats, though, if
the metal hits concrete!) Remember to pour
water on the broom after every cast. This keeps
the broom from burning up too fast, and keeps
you from burning your hands when you fish
the cast pieces out of the straw. 

“Wear goggles to protect your eyes. And wear shoes!”
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PEBBLES 
Earrings of diamonds

and black drusy garnet.

Saw off broom handle, leaving stub about 2" long.
Cut all stitching from broom bristles and bind
them with wire (about 5"–6" from top of bristles)
into a 3"-4" round shape.

Fill bucket about 2⁄3 full with water and soak
broom bristles for 30-40 minutes. (Alternatively,
soak broom overnight.)

{Photo 1} Remove broom from bucket and fas-
ten C-clamps to broom handle stub so broom
stands straight up. Refill bucket with water 2⁄3 full
if necessary and stand broom upright in bucket.

Melt 1–2 oz. of metal in crucible until liquid state,
balls up, and rolls around freely in crucible. Add
pinch of borax flux when metal has melted and
mix with carbon rod or clean solder pick.

{Photo 2} Keeping flame on melting dish, pour
slow steady stream into bristles while moving
crucible in slow spiral motion over bristles. 

Douse smoking broom with mug of water. 

{Photo 3} Unbind bristles and retrieve as many
castings as you can. Select what you wish to
keep, rebind broom, and cast again, using any
undesirable pieces plus additional metal. When
completely finished casting, go through bristles
with fine-toothed comb to retrieve small bits of
overlooked metal.

Before incorporating broom-cast pieces into jew-
elry, clean and pickle thoroughly.

BRAD SMITH teaches Advanced Jewelry at the

Venice Community Adult School, in Venice, CA.

BROOM CASTING PRIMER B R A D  S M I T H

Broom casting is a technique best done out of doors because wet straw is very “aromatic” when burned!

1 2 3

S K I L L S YO U N E E D

some casting experience

torch use

MATERIALS

Natural bristle (straw or
corn stalk) broom

1 of binding wire

Borax flux

Metal (silver or gold)

TO O L S

Carbon rod or clean 
solder pick

Torch with a large tip

Coffee mug

Two C-clamps

Clean 5-gallon bucket

Crucible for melting metal

PUSSY WILLOW
A pin/pendant of Coober Pedy precious 

opal, labradorite.

SKYCASTLE
A pin of tourmaline and diamonds.
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HELEN I. DRIGGS is the Managing Editor for Jewelry Artist and 

an experienced metalsmith. A BFA graduate of Moore College of Art, 

she is a publishing jack-of-all-trades, and has worked as an illustrator,

information graphics artist, designer, art director, writer and editor.
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